EIGHT TWEETERS TWEETING:
The Writing Processes of Second
Graders’ Composing with Social
Media
This article adds to the research on children’s online writing by describing the writing processes of
eight 2nd grade children (“tweeters”) when composing short-form writing online for their class
Twitter account.
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Study Question
What are second graders’ writing
processes when composing tweets
for online publication?

2

Knowledge-Telling
Strategies Used by
Children

Three strategies are used by children:
Flexible-focus strategy occurred when
a child commented on the main topic,
then commented on their comments
(rather than the main topic), in a
stream-of-consciousness manner with
no coordinating theme
Fixed topic strategy occurred when a
child connected every sentence to the
main topic
Topic-elaboration strategy occurred
when a child maintained focus on the
main topic and included subtopics.
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Twitter
Defining characteristics of Twitter
include user-created profile pages, usermade content, and messaging capabilities
between users.
It is considered a short-form writing
platform because writers compose
tweets, which can be no longer than 280
characters and may include photos,
videos, and links.
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Motivation
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Children’s motivations for their tweeting
moved beyond a general willingness to
write and focused on two specific things:
the medium (i.e., the Twitter technology
was “fun”) and responding to others.
Tweeters were excited to use the platform
rather than to write.

Textual goals
Children set goals for managing the medium as they
form text online.
Then, the medium permits the goalposts for writing
to be set beyond the text and toward future
aspirations and identities that the writers hold.
The textual goals of tweeters were both to make sense
of the world and to share new ideas.
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Planning
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The eight tweeters engaged in both inadvance and in-the-moment planning.
Children’s in-advance planning
exhibited an awareness greater than the
overarching process for writing their
tweets (i.e., such as prewriting, drafting,
revising, editing, and publishing)
It included nuanced planning facilitated
by the medium (e.g., searching, transmediating)

Connection between ShortForm Online Writing and
Traditional Writing
Second graders’ short-form online
writing overlapped with traditional
writing emphasized in the second-grade
writing curriculum as learners had to
draw upon and translate what they
understood about writing to the social
media context.
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Implications
Short-form, online writing and
traditional, long-form writing share
many attributes; students engage in the
writing process in similar ways,
suggesting that the practices of students
can be explored through both formats.
The study provides a picture of practices
that could inform elementary school
teachers’ instruction for online writing; it
suggests how teachers might use social
media to promote communication and
meaning-making for their students
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